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       Frofn July to Septernber a  Tubularid  hydroid occurs  very  com-

    monly  attached  to eel-grass  in Akkeshi Lake which  is connected  with

    Akkeshi  Bay. The species,  apparently  resembling  T. indivisa in the

    form of the trophosome  but differing from  it in the  gonosome,  probably

    forms a new  species  as  described jn the  following.

                 Tubzalaria (E"imbularia) fadiata  n. sp.

       Trophosome. The  colo-

    ny  usually  composed  of  10-
･ 17 polyps, reticulated  from
 each  other  by hydrorhjzae

 radially  arranged,  with  the

 oldest one  in the'central

 portion: the  oldest  polyp

 gives rise  to several  radial

 stolons,  on  whose  terminal

 end  stands  a  young  polyp;

 some  young  pQIyps again

 radiate  a  few  stolons.  Hy-

 drocau'lus erect  in young  but

 slight3y  bending  near  the

 hydranth in old  polyps, le-

 30mm  high, bearing well-

 developed gonosomes. peri. 
Fig'

 
i-

 sarc  well-developed,  nar-

 rowing  basally, with  clear  annulations

 distinct in the narrowed  basal portion.
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Tubulartia (Ebutuberlan'a) vadiala  n.  sp.,

   about  natural  size.

on  the  whole  length, especially

 Polyps unbranched,  each  with

                          '
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Fig. 2. a, pedicel bearing gonophores  × 20;
     b, male  meclusoid  × about  48.

tentacles, making  more  than  10 groups, in a

short  sparsely  branched pedicels, oval  or  e]ongate

four short  tentacles. No  radial  canals  nor  rnarginal

    Remarks.  The species  is somewhat  similar

form  of  the stolonization  and  in the  annulation

the mode  of  stolonization  is more  regularly

than in the latter species,  in which  it is semetimes
or  Iess complicated.  Furthermore, the hydrocaulus
which  is more  robust  and  shorter  than that
bear side-branches  as  in 71 indivisa. The most

of  the new  form  from the European species

shortness  of  the  pedicels  of  the gonosome.

    
i
 Recently  several  specimens  referable  to this  European  species

through  the kindness of  Mr.  T. Imai who  collected  them  in the  vicinity  of

near  Sendai.

a hydranth of moderate

size. Hydranth  with  two
series  of  tentacles, oral

and  basal; the forrner

tentacles are  short  and

approximately  20 in num-

ber in well-developed

polyps, whiie  the  latter are
long, fiIamentar and  about

3e in number  in large
polyps.' Co]our pinkish.
    Gonosoine. The  medu-

soids  are  mere  sporosarcs

in the male,  developed
between the two  rows  of

 racemose  form, borne by

     oval  in form. With
       canal.

    to T. indivisai in the

    of  the  perisarc; but

radial  in the new  species

 
'
 irregular and  more

         of  the  former,

  of  the Iatter, does not

    remarkable  difference

  must  be noted  in the

were  delivered

 Onagawa  Bay

.


